[3D proton MR spectroscopy of the gray and white brain matter. A study of 15 volunteers].
One of the important problems of modern diagnostics of brain diseases is detection of early lesions, which determines the choice of patient management and the disease outcome. The introduction of magnetic resonance imaging in practice has significantly improved the quality of diagnosis. Multivoxel proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy is an additional and clarifying technique enabling non-invasive examination of changes in brain metabolism in tumors as well as simultaneous acquisition of information on metabolism in surrounding tissues and in the intact brain matter. Along with single voxel MR spectroscopy (SV MRS) and 2D MRS (CSI Chemical Shift Imaging), 3D proton MRS (MRSI) has been increasingly used in clinical practice, which enables single-run acquisition of data on the metabolite composition for the entire volume of interest. To assess the possibility of using multivoxel 3D proton MRS in healthy volunteers without organic brain pathology. In this study, 15 volunteers without organic brain pathology were examined using the 3D 1H-MRS. 3D proton MRS has proven to be an effective technique in studying the brain metabolism. One short-term series of examinations provided information on intact brain metabolism at different anatomical levels, which enabled their comparison both in spectral data and in parametric maps of the major metabolite distribution.